This paper is devoted to investigation of the interaction between the charged particle flows passing through the boundary of plasmalike media and surface oscillations. Suppose that an external flow of charged particles crosses the boundary between the media of different electromagnetic properties, for example, dielectric (vacuum)-semiconductor. Let a semiconductor occupy the space region y > 0 and vacuum (dielectric with c l ) is at y < 0 . It follows from Maxwell's equations that there are the surface electromagnetic oscillations with spectrum
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where o is the frequency of plasmon, q is the wave vector along the surface., Hamiltonian of the system has the following form: (t) ] is the Hamiltonian of electromagnetic:
field (surface plasmons),
Ekik+ (t) ik (t) is the Hamiltonian of an electron
system; E , = f i 2 k 2 / 2 m is the dispersion law of electrons; k is the wave vector of the electron; This is due to the fact that the probability for the electron to pass to the state with a smaller energy exceeds the probability to pass to the state with a higher energy. In the former case the probability is proportional to k,' . This mechanism of the instability of the oscillations takes place at the different inhomogeneous solid state structures: semiconductor superlattice [3] , two-dimensional gas [4] , and other [ 5 ] . In finding the increment (1 0) we put Thus, when a directive electron beam crosses the boundary of a plasmalike media, the surface plasmons fade away if the conditions P:/2rno >> T >> Am, are met (classical case). However, at low temperatures, P:/2rn, >> Ao, >> T (quantum case), the radiation processes begin to dominate over the absorption ones and the surface oscillations grow up with increment nk = no,6 (k, )S (k, -ko ) 6 (kZ ) .
y=-2o:qvo -These processes are very important for the diagnostics of the surface of solids.
